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SIMTRANS VX
Get the closest clone to Uber like Taxi Booking solution with most advanced features and simplicity to use compared to any other in the market with distinction.
In SimTrans you get the standard Passenger, Driver and Admin system but there are couple of vital factors which we have added to make it robust and worth your consideration:

You get:

**Passenger System**  
**Driver System**  
**Admin System**  
**Dispatcher System**  
**Fleet Owner System**  
**Account Manager System**

We will brief all the system features:

**Passenger System:**

1). Login & Register: For using the application, passengers can directly register from their mobile app using email or social login.

2). Wallet: For the feature of auto payment, registration of cards can be done by the passengers directly from the app. For the processing of payment, Stripe is used and we ensure that the app is PCI compliant.

3). Track Drivers: The application offers you the advantage of tracking the availability of drivers and set location of pickup after logging in.

4). Pickup Location: Passengers can set their location by setting the destination on the map or through Google Places.

5). Select Cab Type: Type of taxi can also be selected as well as explored various
other details such as price per km, price charged per minute and minimum fare for each kind of cab.

6). Airport Transfers: You can select cabs for the nearest airport at predefined destinations and fares.

7). Hourly Booking: If you want to book a cab on hourly basis, you can do that with fixed KM/Miles and No. of Hours.

8). Fare Calculator: In this, the fare to reach a certain place is determined by calculating the distance between the pick-up and destination point using google API’s.

9). Live Tracking: As the cab is booked, the passenger can update the cab live on their app from the initial stage itself, such as the starting of the cab, arrival of the cab, starting and ending of the journey.

10). Automatic Payment: After the completion of journey, payment for the cab gets deducted because of the usage of Stripe API’s. The invoice is later sent to the phone of the passenger and to the registered Email ID as well.

11). Review and Rating: As we are open for the passenger’s feedback, hence they can rate the driver and write textual review about their experience with Uber clone.

12). Add Payment: For making the payment, passengers can add multiple number of cards, pay by cash.

13). Booking History: The booking history of passenger can be tracked with the help of this app.

**Driver System:**

1). Login & Register: Drivers get the platform to register directly from their mobile app, but it gets approved and live only once the admin approves their profile. They can use email or social login and they have to clear OTP verification.

2). Booking: The Driver is provided with 60 seconds to approve or disapprove on any new booking requests. They are shown the PICKUP point along with distance from present location and also the travel distance between the point of pickup.
and drop.

3). Status: The Driver is allowed to update the passenger when he/she has accepted or rejected the booking, reached at the pickup point, and dropped the passenger with Google Maps Navigation.

4). Booking History: The driver has the access of tracking the booking history and check the status of each that includes cancelled bookings.

5). Earnings: Get the view of complete earnings for the day, week, month with clear classification of amounts earned in cash or card.

6). Targets: Daily targets as defined by the admins and the achievement done and all other reporting in apps and web.

**Admin System:**

1). Complete Control: Controlling user and provider accounts, approving or rejecting profiles.

2). Service Types: Creating and managing multiple service types with pricing, and logic.

3). Payment Settings: Setting up cash and card options as well as setting up tax, amount, commissions and others.

4). Surge Pricing: When the demand for cars is high and the drivers are less, Admin can set the option for surge in pricing by percentage.

5). Manual Dispatch: Manually dispatch a driver if a customer doesn’t have a smartphone, or unable to order from app or web.

6). Targets: Set daily targets for drivers to be fulfilled to earn bonus or else.

7). Documents: Set required document types for drivers to submit at the time of registration to get approved.

8). Extras: Site Settings, logo, help contents, currency selection, provider time out, SOS, Translations and a lot more.
**Dispatcher System:**

With a dispatcher account, the admin team people can login and assign the drivers on customer requirements manually.

This is very important as not everyone has a smart phone or access to internet in this case, booking cabs for the people over the phone will help to cater to more people and serve a bigger audience overall.

**Fleet Owner System:**

If someone has a fleet of cars and likes to add and manage drivers and revenues from time to time, this is for them. They can add and edit the drivers under their fleet but the approval is with the Admin.

Fleet owner accounts are assigned by admin and then fleet owners can add the drivers, assign cars and do the rest needful to enable easy management of the same.

**Account Manager System:**

Since Admin himself can’t be online always and manage site and everything ongoing. So, the account manager login will be the best option, where these managers can login and manage certain aspects of the system. They don’t have access to the admin controlling, revenue management and some other precise admin features.

This is very vital to ensure that system is well managed and there are no hiccups in the day to day management.
What we do for you

Free Expert Installation

Android app for Passengers & Drivers

iOS app for Passengers & Drivers

Web App that works in sync with the apps.

Admin Panel to control everything.

We do –

Install the web and admin on your hosting

Recompile Apps with the following:

App name, App Icon and Splash Screen
Client End

1. Cpanel Based Linux VPS
2. App Icon / Logo
3. Developer Accounts for google and apple
4. Payment Gateway Access

Check Out Demo:

Version X:

http://simtrans.co

Admin:

http://simtrans.co/admin

Other Logins and controls are listed on the site frontend.

Android Apps:


IOS Apps:

Admin Features

• Currency Control
• Commission Setting
• Tax Setting
• Hourly Package Setup
• Add Fleet Owners for people with multiple cars and drivers
• Add Drivers
• God View for cars and passengers
• Payment Control
• Reports for Trips, payments earned and split ups
• Driver Weekly Earning
• Approve and Decline Accounts
• Manually assign Cabs to passengers
• Surge Pricing
• Complete control of Revenue
• Service Types listing and pricing control